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Description

Technical field

[0001] Example embodiments relate to a saw assem-
bly according to the preamble of claim 1, such a saw
assembly is known from US6318351.

Background of the invention

[0002] When a user is laying bricks or other masonry
workpieces, sometimes the workpieces need to be cut.
Cutting may be accomplished with diamond or other cut-
ting blades that may generate a large amount of dust
particles that should not be breathed. To control or reduce
dust generation, wet cutting may be employed. US
6000387 discloses a ceramic and masonry power saw
is constructed with a fluid cooling bearing assembly to
drive a saw blade. US 6318351 discloses a pavement
cutting saw having a blade guard with a water supply for
spraying fluid onto a saw blade.
[0003] Although important, wet cutting may be a fairly
messy affair, and the workpieces may be substantially
wetted during the process. It is generally necessary to
let wet workpieces dry before they can be used. Thus,
for conventional blade guards that let water splash all
over the workpiece, valuable time can be lost.

Brief disclosure of the invention

[0004] Therefore there is a need for a saw assembly
that can provide sufficient amounts of water for wetting,
but also do so in a manner that tends to reduce the excess
wetting of the workpieces. As such, some example em-
bodiments may provide a water tank that can be used
with the saw assembly to make water transport easy so
that ample water for wet cutting can be supplied without
risk of spillage. Some example embodiments may also
provide for an improved way to collect the water that is
sprayed for wet cutting. In this regard, for example, some
embodiments may provide for the application of water at
an angle to create a mist that hits the material being cut,
and flow channels for collecting water and moving it away
from the cutting location to keep the workpiece as dry as
possible.
[0005] In accordance with an example embodiment, a
tile or masonry saw assembly may therefore be provided.
The tile or masonry saw assembly may include a saw
and a frame. The saw may include a motor operable to
turn a blade of a blade assembly to cut a workpiece. The
blade assembly is internally wetted during operation by
nozzles disposed on opposing sides of the blade to pro-
vide water onto the blade within a blade guard configured
to shield a portion of the blade. The frame is operably
coupled to the saw to support the workpiece. The frame
supports a water collecting system for collecting the wa-
ter. The water collecting system includes a water tank
that is removable from the frame.

[0006] In accordance with another example embodi-
ment, a tile or masonry saw assembly may therefore be
provided. The tile or masonry saw assembly may include
a saw and a frame. The saw may include a motor oper-
able to turn a blade of a blade assembly to cut a work-
piece. The blade assembly is internally wetted during op-
eration by nozzles disposed on opposing sides of the
blade to provide water onto the blade within a blade guard
configured to shield a portion of the blade. The frame is
operably coupled to the saw to support the workpiece.
The frame supports a water collecting system for collect-
ing the water. The nozzles are positioned to extend into
a portion of the blade guard and to point toward the blade
at an upward angle relative to an axis of rotation of the
blade.

Brief description of the drawings

[0007] In the following description of preferred embod-
iments, reference will be made to the accompanying
drawings, in which,

FIG. 1 shows a perspective view of a masonry saw
employing a water collecting system and water ap-
plication techniques in accordance with an example
embodiment;

FIG. 2 shows a perspective view of tile saw employ-
ing the water collecting system and water application
techniques of an example embodiment;

FIG. 3 shows a perspective, rear view of a saw in
accordance with an example embodiment;

FIG. 4, which includes FIGS. 4A and 4B, shows op-
posing perspective views of a blade guard in accord-
ance with an example embodiment;

FIG. 5 shows a perspective view of the underside of
the blade guard with the blade removed in accord-
ance with an example embodiment;

FIG. 6 shows an exploded perspective view of the
blade guard in accordance with an example embod-
iment;

FIG. 7 shows a cross section view of the blade guard
in accordance with an example embodiment;

FIG. 8, which includes FIGS. 8A, 8B, 8C, 8D, 8E and
8F, shows various different views of a water tank in
accordance with an example embodiment;

FIG. 9 shows an exploded perspective view of an
alternative blade guard in accordance with an exam-
ple embodiment;

FIG. 10 shows a cross section view of the tile saw
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and frame in accordance with an example embodi-
ment;

FIG. 11 shows a perspective view of a hand-held
saw that may employ blade guard and nozzles in
accordance with an example embodiment; and

FIG. 12 shows a side view of a road saw that may
employ a blade guard and nozzles in accordance
with an example embodiment.

Description of preferred embodiments

[0008] The present invention will be described more
fully hereinafter with reference to the accompanying
drawings, in which example embodiments of the inven-
tion incorporating one or more aspects of the present
invention are shown. In the drawings, like numbers refer
to like elements.
[0009] As mentioned above, some example embodi-
ments may provide operators with the ability to easily
provide a saw assembly with water for wet cutting, and
may also provide an efficient way to apply and collect the
water during such cutting. FIGS. 1-10 show various views
of portions of saws that employ example embodiments
from different perspectives in order to facilitate descrip-
tion of some example embodiments.
[0010] As shown at least in FIGS. 1 and 3, a tile or
masonry saw assembly 100 may include a saw 110 and
a frame 120. The frame 120 may generally support the
saw 110 so that the saw can be moved relative to the
frame 120 to execute cutting operations with the saw
110. The saw 110 may include a motor 112 that is oper-
able responsive to selective application of power from a
power source. Based on the power source employed,
the motor 112 may be, for example, either electric pow-
ered or gasoline/petrol powered. Accordingly, respon-
sive to application of power to the motor 112, the motor
112 may be configured to power a blade assembly 114
to cut a workpiece that may be, for example, tile, stone,
brick, concrete or other such construction materials. The
operator may at least partially control operation of the
saw 110 via a handle 116 that allows a movement as-
sembly 118 of the saw 110 to be employed to move the
saw 110 relative to the frame 120. As mentioned above,
the saw 110 may employ wet cutting such that water is
applied to the blade assembly 114 via mechanisms de-
scribed in greater detail below.
[0011] The frame 120 may include a water collection
system 121 that operates to collect at least some of the
water that is applied to the blade assembly 114. The wa-
ter collection system 121 may include a collector 122
disposed at one end of the frame 120. The collector 122
may extend between lateral sides of the frame 120 from
one longitudinal end of the frame 120 toward a water tank
124 that is disposed at the opposite longitudinal end of
the frame 120. Thus, the collector 122 and the water tank
124 may combine to form a surface for collecting any

water expelled from the blade assembly 114 during op-
eration.
[0012] The collector 122 may generally lie horizontally
within the frame 120 and may include sloped sides that
direct water from areas near the lateral edges of the col-
lector 122 toward a longitudinal centerline of the frame
120. The collector 122 may also be sloped to direct water
away from the longitudinal end of the frame 120 to which
the collector 122 is proximate toward the water tank 124.
[0013] The water tank 124 may collect the water pro-
vided thereto by the collector 122 for reuse in application
of water to the blade assembly 114. Thus, the water col-
lection system 121 of an example embodiment may pro-
vide a relatively efficient way to apply, collect and reuse
water for wet cutting.
[0014] The frame 120 may also include a workpiece
support 126, which may provide a framework for support-
ing workpieces that are to be cut using the saw 110. The
workpiece support 126 may be a substantially planar sup-
port structure that extends transversely across the frame
120 to hold workpieces being cut. The workpiece support
126 may be enabled to slide or roll along the longitudinal
length of the frame 120 such that it is supported above
either or both of the collector 122 and the water tank 124.
The workpiece support 126 may include trenches 128 or
cutout portions that define recesses in which the cutting
element of the blade assembly 114 may rotate when a
cutting operation is conducted. The trenches 128 may
also operate to direct any water that is sprayed therein
or otherwise collects therein to either or both of the col-
lector 122 and the water tank 124.
[0015] As shown in FIG. 3, the movement assembly
118 may include support arms 130 that are bent to form
a U or C shape such that one arm of the U or C shape
supports the saw 110 and the other arm of the U or C
shape movably couples the saw 110 to the frame 120.
The saw 110 may be pivotally mounted to one of the
support arms 130 so that the saw 110 can pivot about a
pivot axis 132 that is substantially perpendicular to the
longitudinal length of the frame 120. In some cases, tor-
sion springs 134 may be provided to facilitate rotation
about the pivot axis 132 so that the operator can pivot
the saw 110 with less manual force applied. In an exam-
ple embodiment, rotation about a tilt axis 140 may also
be possible so that the saw 110 may be tilted to achieve
angled cuts. As such, the saw 110 may include a locking
plate 142, which may include an arcuate slot inside which
a clamping member may ride and be tightened to lock
the saw 110 at a desirable tilt angle following rotation
about the tilt axis 140. The tilt axis 140 may extend parallel
to the longitudinal axis of the frame 120.
[0016] According to the invention, the blade assembly
114 includes a blade guard 150 that may be formed, in
some cases, of two separate members that may form
half-shells (e.g., first blade guard member 152 and sec-
ond blade guard member 154). The blade guard 150 may
include a rotating splash guard 156 that may be pivotally
coupled to the blade guard 150 to direct water toward
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the water collecting system 121. In this regard, for exam-
ple, a blade 158 of the saw 110 may be at least partially
housed within the blade guard 150. However, the blade
guard 150 may leave less than half of the blade 158 ex-
posed and therefore shield only the remaining, unex-
posed portion. The rotating splash guard 156 may be
rotatable over a predefined range that may extend over
the unexposed portion, but may also enable at least a
portion of the exposed portion of the blade 158 to also
be covered or surrounded on lateral sides by the rotating
splash guard 152. Water splashing (e.g., responsive to
spraying of water onto the blade 158) caused by water
being carried in cutouts 155 on the blade 158 may be
deflected to the collector 122 by the rotating splash guard
152 or by a tail piece 157 of the rotating splash guard 152.
[0017] The rotating splash guard 156 may be pivotally
coupled to the first blade guard member 152 and the
second blade guard member 154 via one or more arcuate
slots provided in the rotating splash guard 156 to receive
a corresponding one or more protrusions that extend
from opposing sides of the first blade guard member 152
and the second blade guard member 154. In some cases,
the protrusions and/or slots may be configured such that
the rotating splash guard 156 can be rotated to a point
at which the slots and protrusions are aligned in such a
was as to allow the rotating splash guard to be removed
without the use of tools.
[0018] Water may be provided into the blade guard 150
and collected at a water collector 160 that may be defined
by channels 159 that extend along lateral sides of the
blade 158. The provision of water into the blade guard
150 may be accomplished via one or more control valves,
pumps and/or hoses 162 that may supply water to noz-
zles 164. The nozzles 164 are provided at an opposite
end of the blade guard 150 relative to the end over which
the rotating splash guard 156 extends. In some embod-
iments, the hoses 162 may be mounted or otherwise pro-
vided proximate to an outside of the blade guard 150 to
route water to the nozzles 164. According to the inven-
tion, the nozzles 164 are positioned to extend from out-
side of the first blade guard member 152 and the second
blade guard member 154, through the first blade guard
member 152 and the second blade guard member 154
into a portion of the blade guard 150. Moreover, the noz-
zles 164 are pointed toward the blade 158 at an upward
angle relative to an axis of rotation 169 of the blade 158.
Water may therefore be provided through the hoses 162
to the nozzles 164 to a location very close to the blade
158 to direct the water onto the blade 158. The rotation
of the blade 158 about an axle 168 that is turned by a
belt pulley 170 operably coupled to the motor 112 and,
in some cases, the collection of water in the cutouts 155,
may cause a mist to be created to minimize dust distri-
bution when the workpiece is cut.
[0019] In an example embodiment, the nozzles 164
may be positioned to be proximate to the blade 158 within
a distance less than 5 mm, and possibly less than 4 mm
from the blade 158. The nozzles 164 may also be directed

at an angle (e.g., relative to the axis of rotation 169 of
the blade 158) that is greater than 15 degrees, or even
greater than 30 degrees relative to the axis of rotation
169. In some embodiments, the nozzles 164 may be di-
rected at an angle of about 45 degrees relative to the
axis of rotation 169. The nozzles 164 are also provided
proximate to an end of the water collector 160 that is
closest to the operator.
[0020] The water that is misted within the blade guard
150 proximate to the blade 158 may be collected in the
channels 159 of the water collector 160. A relatively small
tolerance may be provided between inner sidewalls of
the water collector 160 and the blade 158 to attempt to
keep splashing to a minimum. However, it is important
that at least some water be carried to the cutting site to
minimize dust generation, so some of that water may be
carried out of the blade guard 150 may be deflected by
the rotating splash guard 156 and/or the tail piece 157
and directed down into the collector 122 and water tank
124. Meanwhile, water collected in the channels 159 of
the water collector 160 may be transported toward an
outlet 166 that is disposed at an opposite end of the water
collector 160 from the end near which the nozzles 164
are provided. The outlet 166 may also be at a lower el-
evation than the elevation at which the end of the water
collector 160 to which the nozzles 164 are proximate.
Alternatively or additionally, a link 151 may be provided
on the saw 110 to slightly rotate, pivot or turn the blade
guard 150 during execution of a cut, so that the channels
159 are sloped downward toward the outlet 166 while
progressing through the cut. Thus, all water in the water
collector 160 may gravity drain out the outlet 166 and
into the water collector 122 or water tank 124.
[0021] In an example embodiment, the water collector
160 may define a blade aperture 170 through which the
blade 158 extends. As can be appreciated from FIG. 6,
the first and second blade guard members 152 and 154
may have a gasket 153 that may be provided at the joint
therebetween to maintain the joint waterproof. Thus, the
only place for water injected into the blade guard 150 to
go is generally onto the blade 158 (or in the cutouts 155),
or into the channels 159 with minimal splashing of water.
[0022] The two portions of the blade guard 150 (i.e.,
the first and second blade guard members 152 and 154)
may be removable from each other so that, for example,
the blade 158 can be easily replaced. Connection knobs
168 or any other fastener may be employed to facilitate
securing the first and second blade guard members 152
and 154 together or taking them apart. Given that the
first and second blade guard members 152 and 154 may
be taken apart, it may also be appreciated that some
embodiments may enable the water collector 160 to also
be split into two corresponding parts. Thus, for example,
separate channel members (e.g., a first channel member
161 and a second channel member 163) may be provided
at a bottom of each respective one of the first and second
blade guard members 152 and 154. However, in an al-
ternative embodiment, shown in FIG. 9, the first and sec-
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ond blade guard members 152’ and 154’ may be sepa-
rable and may support a rotating splash guard 156’ as
described above. However, the water collector 160’ may
be defined as a single, unitary piece removable from the
blade guard 150. In such an example, the nozzles 164
may still be positioned closest to the operator and the
outlet 166’ may be defined at an opposite end (and at a
lower elevation) than the nozzles 164.
[0023] In an example embodiment, the water tank 124
may form a container that can not only collect water for
potential reuse, but also allow the water to be transported.
In this regard, the water tank 124 may be defined by
container walls 180 on six sides. A cap 182 may be pro-
vided on one of the walls 180 that may be a bottom wall
188 when the water tank 124 is oriented vertically, but
may be a side wall when the water tank 124 is oriented
horizontally (as would be the case when the water tank
124 is installed in the frame 120). Thus, the cap 182 may
be removed so that water can be filled into the water tank
124. However, the cap 182 may be provided at a re-
cessed portion of the bottom wall 188 so that, in the ver-
tical orientation, the water tank 124 stands on the bottom
wall 188 and the cap 182. Thus, the bottom wall 188 may
represent a raised portion relative to a portion of the water
tank 124 at which the cap 182 is provided. The water
tank may also include a handle 184 that is disposed on
an opposite side of the water tank 124 relative to the cap
182 so that the water tank 124 may be easily removable
from the frame 120 and be easily transportable by hand.
In some embodiments, the handle 184 may be an integral
part of the water tank 124.
[0024] In some embodiments, due to the fact that the
water is desired for reuse, a pump housing portion 186
(or pump cavity) may be provided to house a pump to
pump water to the nozzles 164. The pump housing por-
tion 186 may have an entrance thereto constructed to
filter or otherwise settle out sediments so that the sedi-
ments are not likely to enter the pump housing portion
186. In some embodiments, at least one surface of the
water tank 124 (e.g., the sidewall 180 that faces upward
when the water tank 124 is in the horizontal orientation)
may be configured to receive water from the collector
122, outlet 166, or from settling of splashing or misting
water and conduct the water to an entrance into the water
tank 124. Accordingly, the water tank 124 may be a por-
tion of a water cycle for wet cutting using the saw assem-
bly 100.
[0025] Although an example embodiment has been
described above in the context of a masonry saw (i.e.,
masonry saw 100), it should be appreciated that example
embodiments may also be practiced in other contexts.
Accordingly, FIG. 2 is provided to illustrate a tile saw 200
that may employ an example embodiment. As such, the
tile saw 200 includes many similar components to those
described above including, but not limited to, a saw 210
and a frame 220. The saw 210 includes a motor 212
similar to the motor 112 described above. The saw 210
also includes a blade assembly 214 (which includes a

blade guard similar to that described above), a handle
216 and a movement assembly 218. Water may be di-
rected to a water collection system 221 including a col-
lector 222 and a water tank 224 similar to those described
above. A workpiece support 226 may also be provided,
and may include trenches 228 similar to those described
above. The saw 210 may move longitudinally along one
side of the frame 220 via a positioning assembly 300 that
includes a series of pulleys, rollers and a flexible coupling
member to ride various rails or the like that extend along
the frame 220 to enable the movement assembly 118 or
218 to be operably coupled thereto. The positioning as-
sembly 300 may therefore allow the saw 110 or 210 to
be moved along the rails during or in preparation for en-
gaging in cutting.
[0026] In some embodiments, the blade guard and
nozzle arrangement described above may be used for
saws independent of the frames 120/220 described
above. Thus, for example, as shown in FIG. 11, a hand-
held saw 400 (e.g., a hand-held cutoff machine) may em-
ploy some of the structures described above. The hand-
held saw 400 may include a motor 412 configured to ro-
tatably drive a blade assembly 414 that includes a blade
458. The blade 458 may be at least partially housed in a
blade guard 450 that is similar to the blade guards de-
scribed above. As such, for example, the blade guard
450 may include a water collector 460 disposed about
the open end of the blade guard 450 to provide a relatively
small clearance between the blade 458 and the water
collector 460. The water collector 460 may form channels
that extend along the sides of the blade 458 to collect/di-
rect water as described above.
[0027] Hoses 462 provide water to nozzles 464 that
provide or spray the water onto the blade 458 at an up-
ward angle and proximate to cutouts 455 in the blade
458. The nozzles 464 may generate water jets to hit the
cutouts 555 to form drops or droplets. The water
drops/droplets are carried with the blade 458 and in the
cutouts 455 to reduce dust production during cutting.
However, the relatively small clearance between the
blade 458 and the collector 460 may facilitate collection
of the water that is sprayed on the blade 458 through the
nozzles 464 in the water collector 460 for delivery to an
outlet disposed at a lower elevation end of the blade
guard 450.
[0028] In some cases, the blade guard and nozzle ar-
rangement described above may also be employed on
power cutters, floor saws, road saws, wall saws, floors
saws and or the like. Thus, for example, tracks may be
bolted onto a floor or wall, and saws employing example
embodiments may be attached to a mobility assembly
that runs along the tracks. Alternatively, the mobility as-
sembly could include wheels (e.g., at least three wheels)
that ride over the ground or any concrete, asphalt or other
masonry surface.
[0029] FIG. 12 illustrates an example of a road saw
500 that may have a mobility assembly in addition to the
motor 512 that rotatably drives a blade assembly 514.
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The mobility assembly may carry the road saw 500 over
a surface 501. The motor 512 may be a hydraulic, pneu-
matic, electric, battery-electric, or internal combustion
engine. The latter is used for the shown road saw. For
inhouse use an electric motor 512 is often used and the
machine is called a floor saw. More generally the machine
type is therefore a floor or road saw (500). The blade
assembly 514 may include a blade 558 that is at least
partially enclosed within blade guard 550. The blade
guard 550 is provided with water via hoses 562 as de-
scribed above. A water collector 560 is provided about
the open end of the blade guard 550 to provide a relatively
small clearance between the blade 558 and the water
collector 560.
[0030] The water provided via hoses 562 is sprayed
onto the blade 558 via nozzles 564 disposed on opposite
sides of the blade 558 at one end of the water collector
560. The nozzles 564 may be provided at a distance less
than 5 mm, preferably less than 4 mm, from the blade
558 and are angled upwardly (relative to the axis of ro-
tation of the blade 558) at an angle of at least 15 degrees
and, in some cases, greater than 30 degrees. In some
cases, the road saw 500 (or a wall saw) may be enabled
to turn in either an upcut direction (shown by the dashed
line arrow) or a downcut direction (shown by the solid
line arrow). Given that the blade 558 may turn in either
direction, an additional set of nozzles 564’ may be pro-
vided at the opposite end of the water collector 560 rel-
ative to the end at which nozzles 564 are provided. As
such, nozzles 564 and 564’ are provided proximate to
both ends of the water collector 560. In this example, the
nozzles may be referred to as forward end nozzles 564
and rear end nozzles 564’ to facilitate further discussion.
[0031] In an example embodiment, water valves may
be coupled to both the forward end nozzles 564 and the
rear end nozzles 564’, The water valves may be operable
such that water can be directed to either the forward end
nozzles 564 or to the rear end nozzles 564’. The decision
as to which set of nozzles to provide water to may be
made based on the direction of rotation of the blade 558.
However, in some embodiments, water may be provided
to both the forward end nozzles 564 or to the rear end
nozzles 564’ simultaneously. The water is carried with
the blade 558 to reduce dust production during cutting.
However, the relatively small clearance between the
blade 558 and the collector 560 may facilitate collection
of the water that is sprayed on the blade 558 through the
forward end nozzles 564 or the rear end nozzles 564’ in
the water collector 560 for delivery to an outlet disposed
at a lower elevation end of the blade guard 550. In some
cases, a tail piece 580 may be provided to direct water
from the water collector 560 onto the ground. A hose may
also be connected to the tail piece 580 in order to collect
the water. A wall saw has a very similar blade 558 and
blade guard 550 as the road saw of Fig 12, but it runs
along a guiding track that is fixed to a wall or floor. There-
fore it is often referred to as a wall or floor saw. Its direction
of rotation may be switched, so the same applies as for

the road saw described.
[0032] Based on the descriptions and drawings provid-
ed above, it should be appreciated that a tile or masonry
saw assembly of an example embodiment may include
a saw and a frame. The saw may include a motor oper-
able to turn a blade of a blade assembly to cut a work-
piece. The blade assembly is internally wetted during op-
eration by nozzles disposed on opposing sides of the
blade to provide water onto the blade within a blade guard
configured to shield a portion of the blade. The frame is
operably coupled to the saw to support the workpiece.
The frame supports a water collecting system for collect-
ing the water. The water collecting system includes a
water tank that is removable from the frame.
[0033] The saw assembly of some embodiments may
include additional features that may be optionally added
either alone or in combination with each other. For ex-
ample, in some embodiments, (1) the water tank may
further include a pump housing portion configured to in-
terface with a pump to provide water from the water tank
to the nozzles. In addition to (1) or as an alternative, in
some embodiments, (2) the water tank may be config-
ured to lie in a horizontal orientation in the frame, and
also be configured to be fillable and provide water to the
nozzles while disposed in the frame in the horizontal ori-
entation. In addition to (1) and (2) or as an alternative, in
some embodiments, (3) the water tank may be config-
ured to be fillable while removed from the frame in a ver-
tical orientation so that the water tank has a suitable water
level when inserted into the frame in a horizontal orien-
tation.
[0034] In some embodiments, any or all of (1) to (3)
may be employed in addition to the optional modifications
or augmentations described below. For example, in some
embodiments, the pump housing portion may be struc-
tured to prevent sediment from entering the pump hous-
ing portion. Additionally or alternatively, the frame may
be configured to further support a collector disposed
proximate to the water tank to collect water directed away
from the blade assembly and provide collected water to
the water tank. Additionally or alternatively, at least one
surface of the water tank may be configured to direct
water thereon to be collected in the water tank. Addition-
ally or alternatively, a removable cap may be arranged
proximate to a raised portion of a bottom surface of the
water tank to enable the water tank to stand vertically
when the cap is engaged with the water tank, and to
enable the water tank to be emptied of water when the
cap is removed. Additionally or alternatively, a handle
may be formed at a portion of the water tank to facilitate
mounting or dismounting the water tank from the frame.
[0035] In accordance with another example embodi-
ment, a tile or masonry saw assembly may be provided
to include a saw and a frame, which as described above,
may include a motor operable to turn a blade of a blade
assembly to cut a workpiece. The blade assembly is in-
ternally wetted during operation by nozzles disposed on
opposing sides of the blade to provide water onto the
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blade within a blade guard configured to shield a portion
of the blade. The frame is operably coupled to the saw
to support the workpiece. The frame supports a water
collecting system for collecting the water. The nozzles
are positioned to extend into a portion of the blade guard
and to point toward the blade at an upward angle relative
to an axis of rotation of the blade.
[0036] The saw assembly of some embodiments may
include additional features that may be optionally added
either alone or in combination with each other. For ex-
ample, in some embodiments, (1) the saw may further
include a water collector coupled to the blade guard. The
water collector may also define a blade aperture through
which the blade extends. The nozzles may be provided
proximate to a first end of the water collector that is clos-
est to an operator, and the water collector may direct the
water through channels to an outlet disposed at a second
end of the water collector (160). In an example embodi-
ment, (2), the water collector may be defined as a single,
unitary piece removable from the blade guard. However,
in some example embodiments, (3) the water collector
may be defined by separate channel members. In some
cases, (4) the separate channel members may be inte-
grated into respective ones of a first blade guard member
and a second blade guard member that form the blade
guard.
[0037] In some embodiments, any or all of (1) to (4)
may be employed in addition to the optional modifications
or augmentations described below. For example, in some
embodiments, the blade may include cutouts reaching
inwardly from a perimeter of the blade. The nozzles may
be arranged so that the jets from the nozzles hit the cut-
outs to form a mist. Additionally or alternatively, the noz-
zles may be arranged at a distance less than 5 mm, pref-
erably less than 4 mm, from the blade. The nozzles may
be directed at an angle greater than 15 degrees, prefer-
ably greater than 30 degrees relative to the axis of rota-
tion. In some cases, the angle may be about 45 degrees.
Additionally or alternatively, the saw assembly may fur-
ther include a rotating splash guard pivotally coupled to
the blade guard to direct water toward the water collecting
system from the outlet. Additionally or alternatively, the
blade guard may be rotatably arranged around the axis
of rotation and a link may be arranged to turn the blade
guard during the cut, so that the channels in the water
collector slope downward from the first end to the second
end with the outlet during the cut. Additionally or alterna-
tively, the water collector may be disposed on the blade
guard such that the nozzles are at a higher elevation than
the outlet. Additionally or alternatively, at least some wa-
ter dispensed into the blade guard may be carried to the
workpiece, and excess water may be directed to the wa-
ter collector by the blade and the blade guard.

Claims

1. A saw assembly (100; 400; 500) comprising:

a saw (110; 400; 500) including a blade assembly
(114; 414; 514) and a motor (112; 412; 512) operable
to turn a blade (158; 458; 558) of a blade assembly
(114; 414; 514) to cut a structure, the blade assembly
(114; 414; 514) including a blade guard (150; 450;
550) and being internally wetted during operation by
nozzles (164; 464; 564) disposed on opposing sides
of the blade (158; 458; 558) to provide water onto
the blade (158; 458; 558) within a blade guard (150;
450; 550) configured to shield a portion of the blade;
characterized in that
the nozzles (164; 464; 564) are positioned to extend
into a portion of the blade guard (150; 450; 550) and
to point toward the blade (158; 458; 558) at an up-
ward angle relative to an axis of rotation (169) of the
blade (158; 458; 558) when the saw assembly (100;
400; 500) is in an operational position.

2. The saw assembly (100; 400; 500) of claim 1, where-
in blade assembly (114; 414; 514) further comprises
a water collector (160; 460; 560) coupled to the blade
guard (150; 450; 550) and defining a blade aperture
(170) through which the blade (158; 458; 558) ex-
tends,
wherein the nozzles (164; 464; 564) are provided
proximate to at least one end of the water collector
(160; 460; 560), and
wherein the water collector (160; 460; 560) directs
the water through channels (159) to an outlet (166)
disposed at a second end of the water collector (160;
460; 560).

3. The saw assembly (100; 400; 500) of claim 2, where-
in the water collector (160; 460; 560) is defined as a
single, unitary piece removable from the blade guard
(150; 450; 550).

4. The saw assembly (100; 400; 500) of claim 2, where-
in the water collector (160; 460; 560) is defined by
separate channel members (161/163).

5. The saw assembly (100; 400; 500) of claim 4, where-
in the separate channel members (161, 163) are in-
tegrated into respective ones of a first blade guard
member (152) and a second blade guard member
(154) that form the blade guard (150).

6. The saw assembly (100; 400; 500) of any of the pre-
vious claims, wherein the blade (158; 458; 558) com-
prises cutouts (155; 455; 555) reaching inwardly
from a perimeter of the blade, and wherein the noz-
zles (164; 464; 564) are arranged so that the jets
from the nozzles (164; 464; 564) hit the cutouts (155;
455; 555) to form drops or droplets.

7. The saw assembly (100; 400; 500) of any of the pre-
vious claims, wherein the nozzles (164; 464; 564)
are arranged at a distance less than 5 mm, preferably
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less than 4 mm, from the blade (158; 458; 558), and
are directed at an angle greater than 15 degrees,
preferably greater than 30 degrees relative to the
axis of rotation (169).

8. The saw assembly (100; 400; 500) of any of the pre-
vious claims, wherein the saw assembly is a hand
held cut off machine (400) and the motor (412) is
either of an electric, battery-electric, hydraulic, pneu-
matic or an internal combustion engine (412).

9. The saw assembly (100; 400; 500) of any of claims
1-7, wherein the saw assembly is a floor or road saw
(500), having at least three wheels for movement on
a surface (501) to be cut by the blade (558), and the
motor (512) is either of an electric, battery-electric,
hydraulic, pneumatic or an internal combustion en-
gine.

10. The saw assembly (100; 400; 500) of any of claims
1-7, wherein the saw assembly is a floor or wall saw
(500) moving along a guiding track, and the motor
(512) is either of an electric, battery-electric, hydrau-
lic, pneumatic or an internal combustion engine.

11. The saw assembly (400; 500) of any of claims 2-10,
wherein the nozzles (564, 564’) are provided proxi-
mate to both ends of the water collector, as forward
end nozzles (564) and as rear end nozzles (564’),
and there are water valves coupled to both the for-
ward and the rear end nozzles, such that water can
be directed to either the forward end nozzles (564)
or to the rear end nozzles (564’).

12. The saw assembly (400; 500) of claim 11, wherein
water can alternatively be directed to all nozzles
(564, 564’).

13. The saw assembly (400; 500) of any of the previous
claims, wherein the saw (400; 500) is arranged to
enable rotation of the blade in both directions.

Patentansprüche

1. Sägeanordnung (100; 400; 500) umfassend:

eine Säge (110; 400; 500) aufweisend eine Blat-
tanordnung (114; 414; 514) und einen Motor
(112; 412; 512), der dafür einsetzbar ist, ein Blatt
(158; 458; 558) einer Blattanordnung (114; 414;
514) zu drehen, um eine Struktur zuzuschnei-
den, wobei die Blattanordnung (114; 414; 514)
einen Blattschutz (150; 450; 550) aufweist und
während des Betriebs durch Düsen (164; 464;
564) intern benässt wird, die an gegenüberlie-
genden Seiten des Blatts (158; 458; 558) ange-
ordnet sind, um innerhalb eines Blattschutzes

(150; 450; 550), der dazu ausgebildet ist, einen
Abschnitt des Blatts abzuschirmen, Wasser auf
das Blatt (158; 458; 558) zu geben;
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
die Düsen (164; 464; 564) so positioniert sind,
dass sie sich in einen Abschnitt des Blattschut-
zes (150; 450; 550) erstrecken und in einem Auf-
wärtswinkel bezogen auf eine Drehachse (169)
des Blatts (158; 458; 558) in Richtung des Blatts
(158; 458; 558) zeigen, wenn sich die Sägean-
ordnung (100; 400; 500) in einer Betriebspositi-
on befindet.

2. Sägeanordnung (100; 400; 500) nach Anspruch 1,
wobei die Blattanordnung (114; 414; 514) ferner ei-
nen Wasserauffänger (160; 460; 560) umfasst, der
mit dem Blattschutz (150; 450; 550) gekoppelt ist
und eine Blattöffnung (170) definiert, durch welche
sich das Blatt (158; 458; 558) erstreckt,
wobei die Düsen (164; 464; 564) in der Nähe von
mindestens einem Ende des Wasserauffängers
(160; 460; 560) vorgesehen sind, und
wobei der Wasserauffänger (160; 460; 560) das
Wasser durch Kanäle (159) zu einem Auslass (166)
leitet, der an einem zweiten Ende des Wasserauf-
fängers (160; 460; 560) vorgesehen ist.

3. Sägeanordnung (100; 400; 500) nach Anspruch 2,
wobei der Wasserauffänger (160; 460; 560) als ein
einzelnes einheitliches Teil definiert ist, das vom
Blattschutz (150; 450; 550) abgenommen werden
kann.

4. Sägeanordnung (100; 400; 500) nach Anspruch 2,
wobei der Wasserauffänger (160; 460; 560) von se-
paraten Kanalelementen (161/163) definiert ist.

5. Sägeanordnung (100; 400; 500) nach Anspruch 4,
wobei die separaten Kanalelemente (161, 163) in
jeweilige eines ersten Blattschutzelements (152)
und eines zweiten Blattschutzelements (154), die
den Blattschutz (150) bilden, integriert sind.

6. Sägeanordnung (100; 400; 500) nach einem der vor-
hergehenden Ansprüche, wobei das Blatt (158; 458;
558) Ausschnitte (155; 455; 555) umfasst, die von
einem Umfang des Blatts nach innen reichen, und
wobei die Düsen (164; 464; 564) so angeordnet sind,
dass die Strahlen aus den Düsen (164; 464; 564)
die Ausschnitte (155; 455; 555) treffen, um Tropfen
oder Tröpfchen zu bilden.

7. Sägeanordnung (100; 400; 500) nach einem der vor-
hergehenden Ansprüche, wobei die Düsen (164;
464; 564) in einem Abstand von weniger als 5 mm,
vorzugsweise weniger als 4 mm vom Blatt (158; 458;
558) angeordnet sind und in einem Winkel größer
als 15 Grad, vorzugsweise größer als 30 Grad be-
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zogen auf die Drehachse (169) gerichtet sind.

8. Sägeanordnung (100; 400; 500) nach einem der vor-
hergehenden Ansprüche, wobei die Sägeanord-
nung eine Handschneidemaschine (400) ist und der
Motor (412) entweder ein elektrischer, batterieelek-
trischer, hydraulischer, pneumatischer oder Ver-
brennungsmotor (412) ist.

9. Sägeanordnung (100; 400; 500) nach einem der An-
sprüche 1 bis 7, wobei die Sägeanordnung eine Bo-
den- oder Straßensäge (500) mit mindestens drei
Rädern zur Fortbewegung auf einer Oberfläche
(501), die vom Blatt (558) geschnitten werden soll,
ist, und der Motor (512) entweder ein elektrischer,
batterieelektrischer, hydraulischer, pneumatischer
oder Verbrennungsmotor ist.

10. Sägeanordnung (100; 400; 500) nach einem der An-
sprüche 1 bis 7, wobei die Sägeanordnung eine Bo-
den- oder Wandsäge (500) ist, die sich entlang einer
Führungsschiene bewegt, und der Motor (512) ent-
weder ein elektrischer, batterieelektrischer, hydrau-
lischer, pneumatischer oder Verbrennungsmotor ist.

11. Sägeanordnung (400; 500) nach einem der Ansprü-
che 2 bis 10, wobei die Düsen (564, 564’) in der Nähe
beider Enden des Wasserauffängers als Vorderen-
dendüsen (564) und Hinterendendüsen (564’) vor-
gesehen sind und Wasserventile vorhanden sind,
die sowohl an die Vorderendendüsen als auch die
Hinterendendüsen gekoppelt sind, so dass Wasser
entweder zu den Vorderendendüsen (564) oder den
Hinterendendüsen (564’) geleitet werden kann.

12. Sägeanordnung (400; 500) nach Anspruch 11, wo-
bei Wasser alternativ zu allen Düsen (564, 564’) ge-
leitet werden kann.

13. Sägeanordnung (400; 500) nach einem der vorher-
gehenden Ansprüche, wobei die Säge (400; 500) so
angeordnet ist, dass eine Drehung des Blatts in bei-
de Richtungen ermöglicht wird.

Revendications

1. Ensemble de scie (100 ; 400 ; 500), comprenant :

une scie (110 ; 400 ; 500) comportant un en-
semble de lame (114 ; 414 ; 514) et un moteur
(112 ; 412 ; 512) apte à faire tourner une lame
(158 ; 458 ; 558) d’un ensemble de lame (114 ;
414 ; 514) pour couper une structure, l’ensem-
ble de lame (114 ; 414 ; 514) comportant un pro-
tège-lame (150 ; 450 ; 550) et étant mouillé à
l’intérieur pendant le fonctionnement par des bu-
ses (164 ; 464 ; 564) disposées sur des côtés

opposés de la lame (158 ; 458 ; 558) pour fournir
de l’eau sur la lame (158 ; 458 ; 558) à l’intérieur
d’un protège-lame (150 ; 450 ; 550) configuré
pour protéger une portion de la lame ;
caractérisé en ce que
les buses (164 ; 464 ; 564) sont positionnées de
manière à s’étendre dans une portion du protè-
ge-lame (150 ; 450 ; 550) et à pointer vers la
lame (158 ; 458 ; 558) suivant un angle vers le
haut par rapport à un axe de rotation (169) de
la lame (158 ; 458 ; 558) lorsque l’ensemble de
scie (100 ; 400 ; 500) est dans une position de
fonctionnement.

2. Ensemble de scie (100 ; 400 ; 500) selon la reven-
dication 1, dans lequel l’ensemble de lame (114 ;
414 ; 514) comprend en outre un collecteur d’eau
(160 ; 460 ; 560) accouplé au protège-lame (150 ;
450 ; 550) et définissant une ouverture de lame (170)
à travers laquelle s’étend la lame (158 ; 458 ; 558),
les buses (164 ; 464 ; 564) étant prévues à proximité
d’au moins une extrémité du collecteur d’eau (160 ;
460 ; 560), et
le collecteur d’eau (160 ; 460 ; 560) orientant l’eau
à travers des canaux (159) jusqu’à une sortie (166)
disposée au niveau d’une deuxième extrémité du
collecteur d’eau (160 ; 460 ; 560).

3. Ensemble de scie (100 ; 400 ; 500) selon la reven-
dication 2, dans lequel le collecteur d’eau (160 ; 460 ;
560) est défini sous la forme d’une pièce unitaire
unique pouvant être enlevée du protège-lame (150 ;
450 ; 550).

4. Ensemble de scie (100 ; 400 ; 500) selon la reven-
dication 2, dans lequel le collecteur d’eau (160 ; 460 ;
560) est défini par des organes de canaux séparés
(161/163).

5. Ensemble de scie (100 ; 400 ; 500) selon la reven-
dication 4, dans lequel les organes de canaux sépa-
rés (161, 163) sont intégrés dans des organes de
protège-lame respectifs parmi un premier organe de
protège-lame (152) et un deuxième organe de pro-
tège-lame (154) qui forment le protège-lame (150).

6. Ensemble de scie (100 ; 400 ; 500) selon l’une quel-
conque des revendications précédentes, dans le-
quel la lame (158 ; 458 ; 558) comprend des décou-
pes (155 ; 455 ; 555) s’étendant vers l’intérieur de-
puis un périmètre de la lame, et dans lequel les buses
(164 ; 464 ; 564) sont disposées de telle sorte que
des jets provenant des buses (164 ; 464 ; 564) frap-
pent les découpes (155 ; 455 ; 555) pour former des
gouttes ou des gouttelettes.

7. Ensemble de scie (100 ; 400 ; 500) selon l’une quel-
conque des revendications précédentes, dans le-
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quel les buses (164 ; 464 ; 564) sont disposées à
une distance inférieure à 5 mm, de préférence infé-
rieure à 4 mm, de la lame (158 ; 458 ; 558), et sont
dirigées suivant un angle supérieur à 15 degrés, de
préférence supérieur à 30 degrés par rapport à l’axe
de rotation (169).

8. Ensemble de scie (100 ; 400 ; 500) selon l’une quel-
conque des revendications précédentes, l’ensemble
de scie étant une machine de découpage manuelle
(400) et le moteur (412) est un moteur électrique, un
moteur électrique à batterie, un moteur hydraulique,
un moteur pneumatique ou un moteur à combustion
interne (412).

9. Ensemble de scie (100 ; 400 ; 500) selon l’une quel-
conque des revendications 1 à 7, l’ensemble de scie
étant une scie de sol ou de route (500) ayant au
moins trois roues pour lui permettre de se déplacer
sur une surface (501) devant être coupée par la lame
(558), et le moteur (512) étant un moteur électrique,
un moteur électrique à batterie, un moteur hydrauli-
que, un moteur pneumatique ou un moteur à com-
bustion interne.

10. Ensemble de scie (100 ; 400 ; 500) selon l’une quel-
conque des revendications 1 à 7, l’ensemble de scie
étant une scie de sol ou une scie murale (500) se
déplaçant le long d’une voie de guidage, et le moteur
(512) étant un moteur électrique, un moteur électri-
que à batterie, un moteur hydraulique, un moteur
pneumatique ou un moteur à combustion interne.

11. Ensemble de scie (400 ; 500) selon l’une quelconque
des revendications 2 à 10, dans lequel les buses
(564, 564’) sont prévues à proximité des deux extré-
mités du collecteur d’eau, sous forme de buses d’ex-
trémité avant (564) et de buses d’extrémité arrière
(564’), et des vannes d’eau sont accouplées à la fois
aux buses d’extrémité avant et aux buses d’extrémi-
té arrière de telle sorte que de l’eau puisse être di-
rigée soit vers les buses d’extrémité avant (564) soit
vers les buses d’extrémité arrière (564’).

12. Ensemble de scie (400 ; 500) selon la revendication
11, dans lequel de l’eau peut être dirigée en alter-
nance vers toutes les buses (564, 564’).

13. Ensemble de scie (400 ; 500) selon l’une quelconque
des revendications précédentes, dans lequel la scie
(400 ; 500) est prévue pour permettre la rotation de
la lame dans les deux sens.
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